MACS-Agharkar Research Institute, Pune 411 004
(An autonomous Institute of the Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India)

Ph.D. Admissions 2017

Advt. No. 1/ReT/13/2017/Ph.D

Applications are invited from Indian nationals for the Ph.D. programme in various areas of biological sciences, viz. Biodiversity and Palaeobiology, Bioenergy, Bioprospecting, Developmental Biology, Genetics and Plant Breeding, and Nanobiosciences. Interested candidates are advised to visit ARI webpage (www.aripune.org) for detailed information and may send their application (only by e-mail) to phdadmission2016@aripune.org in prescribed format available here.

Essential qualification
• M.Sc. (any branch of biological science) or equivalent qualification with minimum 60% marks (or equivalent grade point).
• Must have valid Fellowship from CSIR/UGC-JRF/UGC-RGNF/ICMR-JRF/DBT-JRF/DST-INSPIRE.

Important dates
• Last date of receiving applications by e-mail: 31 January 2017

Note
• The e-mail subject should mention 'Last Name_Application for Ph.D. Programme'.
• No TA/DA will be provided for attending the interview.

Candidates fulfilling the above mentioned eligibility criteria will be interviewed on 17 February 2017, 10 a.m. at Agharkar Research Institute, GG Agarkar Road, Pune 411 004, Maharashtra.

Director

Expression of Interest for Joining Indian Institutions–Fermilab Collaboration in Neutrino Physics

The DAE-DST Coordination Committee had decided that the ongoing DST funded Indian Institutions–Fermilab Collaboration in Neutrino Physics will be considered for continuation beyond March 2017 on the ongoing experiments at Fermilab.

This is to apprise individuals and research groups in Experimental High Energy Physics working in Indian institutions of the same and to invite interested persons to join the collaboration at a level commensurate with their interests and experience in the field. Individuals and groups interested in joining the effort may kindly contact the undersigned with their detailed proposal, along with a copy each of the CV of individual group members and an acceptance letter from the relevant collaboration(s) in Fermilab by 10 January 2017.

Nodal Contact Person: Prof. Brajesh Chandra Choudhary, Department of Physics and Astrophysics, University of Delhi, Delhi 110 007; e-mail: brajesh@fnal.gov.